The "geometry", in the sense of the classical differential geometry of smooth manifolds (CDG), is put under scrutiny from the point of view of Abstract Differential Geometry (ADG), along with resulting, thereby, potential physical consequences, in what, in particular, concerns physical "gauge theories", when the latter are viewed as being, anyway, of a "geometrical character". Yet, "physical geometry", in connection with physical laws and the associated with them, within the context of ADG, "differential" equations (whence, no background spacetime manifold is needed thereat), are also under discussion.
1. By looking at the previous famous utterance (attributed to Plato, according to Plutarch, see e.g. D.E. Smith [31: p. 88, ft. 4]) as in the above frontispiece, while taking also into account our nowadays conception of Physics, we can say that; (1.1) "physical geometry" is the outcome of the physical laws.
In this regard, one might also refer here, for instance, still to M. We remark here that the above are still in accord with (1.1) or (1.5) in the preceding.
Thus, we are led again, herewith, to a (1.11) "relational aspect" of what we might call, "physical geometry".
In other words, we thus arrive at something, which is more close to what, as we still mentioned above, we have already said by (1.5) . Furthermore, this same aspect is
also akin to what we may understand, as we shall see later on, when speaking of (1.12)
"geometry", determined by "differential" equations, yet, the "solution space" of the latter. The same might still be conceived, even, as the source(!) of the "cartesian point of view"; however, see also (1.14) in the sequel, concerning that perspective, within the present abstract (thus, space-independent (!)) setting.
So, still, within the aforesaid context (see also e.g. (1.11)), we can further say that;
(1.13)
"geometrization" of physics means, in point of fact, "arithmetization" of the same, for our "geometry" is, in effect, "arithmetical", that is,
"cartesian"(!), in character, hence, not a physical (: natural) one! Consequently, one comes to realize that, (1.14) the previous association becomes thus more natural, to the extent that it is more "relational"(!), in nature.
However, what is also here of a particular significance, concerning the whole subject matter of the present work, the preceding point of view, as in (1.12) , is actually meant in an (1.15) entirely "space independent" way, that is, not in a "cartesian-wise" manner, as this also will become clear, along with the terminology applied herewith, through the subsequent discussion. That is, in other words, based on the abstract formalism of the same technique of Abstract Differential Geometry (ADG), one is able to (1.16) formulate "differential" equations without having the need to resort to any background ("cartesian"-"newtonian", so to say) "space", to work
with.
This latter situation might be, in point of fact, as we shall see in the sequel, of paramount significance for problems of quantum gravity, when the same problems are viewed from the standard perspective, viz. from that one of the classical differential geometry of smooth (: C ∞ -)manifolds (CDG).
So, in accordance with (1.11), one gets, indeed, at a "leibnizian", so to say, point of view, that is, by following Leibniz himself, (1.17) we should find a "geometrical calculus" that operates directly on the "geometrical objects" without the intervention of coordinates.
In this regard, we may even remark here, anyway, that the latter function, as above (: coordinates) is, for that matter,
"... an act of violence". (1.18)
See thus H. Weyl [36: 90] . On the other hand, concerning (1.17), cf., for instance, N. Bourbaki [5: Chapt. I; p. 161, ft. 1]. Furthermore, within the same context, one has here the relevant remarks of B. Riemann, in that; (1.19) "Specifications of mass [: measurements] require an independence of quantity from position, which can happen in more than one way".
However, the latter (viz. the classical) way of describing physical laws contains in itself, already, the seeds of the defaults, that exactly should be avoided, just by virtue of our previous remarks, as in (1.20) . Indeed, by the very characters of the classical theory (: CDG), its whole machinery (mechanism) is entirely rooted on the supporting space (viz. on the "locally euclidean" smooth manifold). Accordingly, simply, as a result of (1.20) , one concludes that; Now, as already hinted at in the foregoing, and which will also be considered, by the ensuing discussion, the previous situation, has nothing to do, in effect, with the mechanism itself of the aforesaid classical theory (: differential geometry), the same machinery being essentially "leibnizian"(!), in nature, as this, indeed, has been pointed out, by what we may call "Abstract Differential Geometry" (: ADG); see thus A. Mallios [13] , as well as, [17] .
In toto, the preceding represent the way one may look at what we usually understand, nowadays, as "space" (speaking, of course, in terms, of what we call "mathematical physics"). True, the previous thoughts are actually the outcome of our experience derived from ADG, while the same still supplies potential applications in problems of quantum relativity, as the latter has been explained already in other places (see, for instance, A. Mallios [17] , as well as, A. Mallios-I. Raptis [20] , [21] ). So it is this entirely new (axiomatic) perspective of ADG, pertaining to the inherent mechanism of the classical differential geometry (: CDG), which provides several potential applications, while the same mechanism proves, very likely, to be also in accord with the "spatial" situation, one is confronted with in the quantum deep, as already hinted at, by the foregoing discussion; in this regard, see also e.g.
A. Mallios-E.E. Rosinger [23] , along with A. Mallios-I. Raptis [21] . On this latter aspect we are still going to present, however, some further illuminating comments, through the subsequent discussion, as well.
On the other hand, by looking at the whole classical set-up from the point of view of ADG, we can still point out here that, by complete contrast with the situation, which usually dominates the classical case,
the framework of ADG does not, in principle, depend on any background "space" (: carrier, think e.g. of "space-time" for the classical domain), that would contribute to its "differential" equipment, the latter being thus entirely rooted on A(!), our "generalized arithmetics", alias, "sheaf of coefficients".
Yet, the latter issue in (2.6), as above, constitutes, in point of fact, still, (2.10) the quintessence of the quantum field-theoretic character of ADG.
Indeed, the whole set-up of ADG becomes, by its very definition, susceptible of On the other hand, the aforementioned (see (2.9), (2.12)) (2.14)
independence of the "differential" mechanism of ADG from any background space, gives to that mechanism the possibility to be considered, as, a "variable" entity too, the same being, by its very construction, entirely based on (reduced to) A; therefore, what we also understand, as "differential" geometry (: "geometrical calculus",à la Leibniz), entailed thereof, becomes still a "variable", as well.
Furthermore, that also appears fundamental, herewith, the same "geometrical calculus", hence, the concomitant "geometry" too, becomes simply "relational", referring thus directly to the "geometrical objects" (in our case, vector sheaves) themselves, without the interference, of any "space", in the classical sense of the latter term.
In this connection, we also recall, for convenience, technically speaking, that:
We suppose herewith that we are thinking, in terms of an (abstract) "differential setting", based on a given "differential triad", 
cit.).
Thus, within the above set-up, we can further refer here to a fundamental principle, in effect, of the whole machinery, thus far, of Abstract Differential Geometry (: ADG), in that; (2.17) everything, that we want to ascribe to a pair (E, D), as above, is virtually reduced to a similar condition/asumption for the pair (A, ∂), see (2.15), yet, occasionally, under appropriate (in principle, only(!)) topological hypotheses for X (see also the subsequent comments).
As already noted before, the context of (2.17) exhibits, in point of fact, the "Leitmotiv" that actually dominates the very technique of ADG; see thus A. Mallios [VS], or even [17] . On the other hand, the same ensures also the (2.18)
"covariance" of the whole setting of ADG, with respect to A.
Thus, the "variance" here is always relative to our own "arithmetics", or even (generalized) domain of coefficients", yet, "structure sheaf " A (by assumption, a unital commutative C-algebra sheaf on X, cf. (2.15)), which, for that matter, is, of course, the case, as well; so, strictly speaking, it is actually we always, who measure(!)/calculate, while, and this is also of a particular importance, as already pointed out in the preceding, this whole framework/calculations of ADG, without actually leaning upon any background "space" (: carrier), as, for instance, "spacetime"(!) of the classical case.
On the other hand, we can further say that;
physical laws are always "functorial".
Of course, in point of fact, we "abuse language" here, when referring to the above statement, as explained by the following. Now, by the last term, when speaking in technical language, we mean, of course, something that, by definition, is A-invariant, alias a "tensor", in the sense that it respects our "arithmetics" A. physical laws, as the manifestation of the (deepest physical) dynamics (: "causality"), one comes to the conclusion that; (2.22.1) "dynamics" should be "functorial", as well, whenever we actually effectuate it (viz. the physical law, cf. also (1.4)).
Therefore, this very realization of it (by us(!), of course) becomes "functorial", or even "tensorial" too, hence, the same physis of the curvature (: "geometry"), see also (1.4), as before. Now, by further commenting on our last conclusion, as above, we still recall that, according to our axiomatics, 
where we still have;
See A. in the foregoing, along with our discussion in the subsequent Section 4).
On the other hand, the pertinence, in that context, of ADG to confronting with problems of quantum gravity still lies in its algebraic (viz. "leibnizian", so to say) 4. Particular potential applications of ADG in the quantum régime.−
We start, by presenting, within the framework of ADG, the relevant theory of Elemér E. Rosinger, pertaining to "generalized functions", whose algebra (sheaf ), in particular, the "foamy" one, can be used, as a "sheaf of coefficients", defining thus, appropriately, a corresponding herewith "differential triad", basic ingredient to having a set-up in developing the mechanism of ADG (see (2.19) However, before we come to the relevant exposition, it is still to be noticed, However, as we shall see, by the ensuing discussion, the particular cases we look at in the sequel, do have, so to say, a newtonian spark (!), (4.3) that is, something of a "starting point", that will become better clear, by the subsequent rationale. Notwithstanding, as we shall also realize, in that context, 
So here again one realizes the fitness of (4.6) replacing of the "geometric character", locally(!), of classical analysis, by cohomological issues.
However, more on this we shall see in the pertinent places below.
Thus, we come now to examine our first Example, pertaining to the situation described by (4.3), (4.5) above, straightforwardly, by the ensuing Subsection:
4.(a). Rosinger's algebra sheaf.− Here the aforementioned already "newtonian spark", as in (4.3) above, is nothing more, as we shall presently see, right below, than the classical
of the standard theory of C ∞ -manifolds. Thus, the above classical "dx" is, for the case at issue, prolonged, true, it is, in point of fact, "promoted"(!), so to speak, to an abstract, "∂" (4.8) in the sense of ADG (see, for instance, (2.14) in the preceding), defined now on an algebra sheaf (Rosinger's), containing the standard one C ∞ X , viz. the C-algebra sheaf (of germs of C-valued smooth functions [R-valued functions could also be considered, of course]) on a given manifold X. Indeed, we can still say, in anticipation, that Rosinger's algebra sheaf A nd , and, i n e x t e n s o A f oam (see (4.20) , (4.21) in the sequel) contain much more than C ∞ X of the classical theory (cf. thus (4.14) below). We depict the above, by the following diagram, whose notation will become more clear, through the ensuing discussion. Thus, we have;
We proceed, by explaining the notation applied in (4.9); thus,
stands therein for Rosinger's algebra sheaf a C-algebra sheaf on X, the latter space being, by assumption, an open subset of R k . However, since the whole theory is, in point of fact, of a local nature, one may consider, instead, R k just locally, that is, we can assume that X is a smooth (: 
Here the middle term in (4.14) denotes the sheaf (of germs) of Schwartz distributions on X, viewed, as a C-vector space sheaf on X (loc. cit., (5.19)).
On the other hand, the "basic differential operator"
that one has to define, according to the general theory of ADG, see, for instance, (2.14) in the preceding, or even in A. Mallios [13: Chapt. VI; Section 1], is here provided by the presence of the first member in (4.14) , that is, locally, by that one of a (C-)algebra of the form [25] , [26] , [27] .
On the other hand, one gets at an immense generalization of the above, by here the space X, base of the sheaves concerned, is still given by (4.11), while the sheaf on X appeared in the first member of (4.20) is again a pertinent quotient of the (C-)algebra
with Λ an upwards directed set, modulo an analogously defined (2-sided) ideal of the same algebra, with respect to a given (upwards) directed family J of "residual" subsets of X, the "singularity-sets" of X (viz. those A ⊆ X, with ∁A = X), the As it was pointed out therein, the latter issue is the "source" of the "differential mechanism", that one is supplied with, yet within the present context too, (4.25) without employing, in effect, the euclidean, or even locally euclidean nature of the origin of that particular "spark", in the way, at least, we are used to do it in the classical theory, thus far! However, for the technical details thereof, we refer to the relevant work of A. Mallios-I. Raptis [20] , along with that one of the same authors in [21] . We have thus herewith still another realization of the fact, being, in point of fact, a fundamental moral of ADG (see also A. Mallios [14] ), that; (4.26)
when we try to apply (differential) geometrical methods, more so in the quantum deep, it seems more natural to apply an analytic (: algebraic)
way (with symbols -recall here, for instance, "Feynman diagrams"-viz.
a "Leibnizian" manner of looking at the things, in focus), not that one of the standard theory (: "spatial-newtonian").
Yet, what actually leads to the same thing, (4.27) it is quite natural to try to concoct, at each particular case, under consideration, the appropriate "differential geometric"-machinery (viz. "differential triad"), to cope with the problem at issue.
In toto, we could also mention herewith, a basic moral of ADG, in what actually concerns Quantum Field Theory. That is, So, in other words, it is important to afford, in that context, a "differential-geometric" machinery, irrespective of the way the latter might have been displayed (cf., for instance, the preceding two examples), while, in any case, this particular way, "spatial", or not (loc. cit.), should not intervene in the whole process, this being especially significant, when referred to the quantum régime (see also the relevant comments already in (1.19) in the preceding).
Indeed, in this regard, we can still remark that, (4.29) as it concerns the "infinitely small" (Feynman) , the (differential) "geometry", in the way, at least, that we use to look at it (viz. in the "newtonian-cartesian" one), is no more valid(!), since the same -namely, the "geometry" becomes -in point of fact, appears to us -in that deep, ii) The same "geometry", as above (viz. always, within the framework of ADG), can still be construed, as a "dynamical variable", as well (see (2.6), in conjunction with (2.13), as well as, with (2.12)).
On the other hand, another technical issue, that should also be pointed out in this regard, is that, it, very likely, seems that; (4.32) there is no actually need to "quantize analysis", (4.32.1) as it concerns, in particular, its topological-linear character (this being the source of the Calculus), since the inherent/deeper nature of the same (: of the "analysis"), namely, the "algebraic", or even the, so to say, "leibnizian" one, is already, viz., by its very definition, "quantized"! Yet, by further commenting on our last claim, as above, we still note that; (4.33) there is no, in effect, according to the same definitions, any "infinite" in Furthermore, what is here of a particular significance, having also important potential applications (even, very likely(!), in quantum gravity too), is that:
the aforesaid "differential-geometric mechanism", in the sense of ADG,
does not actually depend, at all(!), on any space, as it was the case, so far, for the classical theory (CDG), the same mechanism referred now directly to the ("geometric") objects, that live on the "space".
Indeed, the latter issue in the above remarks, as in (5.2) Thus, by further commenting on (5.2), we can still say, based also on our previous considerations in A. Mallios [15] , that;
What one actually perceives appears to be the "sheafification" of a "local aspect/information" pertaining to the particular subject matter in focus.
Besides, On the other hand, (5.3.1), as above, might also be construed, as another effectuation of the classical "local commutativity", or "microscopic causality" "micro-
causality" yet, "principle of relativistic microcausality", or even "Einstein's locality".
On the other hand, by further meditating, a bit more, on our previous scholium in (5.3.1), we can actually reformulate it, as well, by remarking, in particular, that:
the deeper (algebraic) mechanism that might be inherent in (: esoteric of ) a given local information (alias, of given local data), may, in general, be, quite well, independent of the way, one has drawn this information (: the local data, concerned).
Yet, in connection with the above remarks in (5.7) and our issue in Now, the inverted commas put on the word continuum, as above, refer, of course, to the way we usually understand that notion in the familiar terminology of the classical theory, where, in point of fact, we wish to ascribe to it a physical substance, that is, equivalently, to endow it with a physical meaning. And just hear one has the crux of the problem: That is, (6.2) we are actually influenced by our mathematical terminology-conception, in what virtually concerns the word "continuum", i.e., the "cartesian", in point of fact, perspective of the so-called "space-time".
Thus, in other words, we make the following identifications:
"physical space" ←→ mathematical "space"/"continuum", viz. some R n , as a (finite dimensional) topological vector space. Therefore, in that respect, the substance of the "physical space", as above, is thus discrete/granular, hence not at all corresponding to something "continuous", viz.
not-discrete, when physically/conceptually speaking. On the other hand, when mathematically speaking, a set is already, by its very definition, being thus "pointwise determined", absolutely "discrete", in character! Thus, by referring to the mathematical notion of the "continuum", as an R n , 5) we note that the so-called "continuum" is, technically speaking, viz. as a mathematical term, our own definition of an R n (n ∈ N), as already said, viewed herewith not just, as a discrete set, as it actually is, for that matter, but now, as a topological (vector ) space, this particular (mathematical) "structure" on (the set) R n being also the source of the
In this connection, we are thus influenced, by our own mathematical experience of the concept of the "continuum", in the way we defined it, as above, that is, as a particular However, the applications of the same differential calculus, as above, in the domain of (classical) differential geometry, as a means of study (: working instrument) in that particular discipline, namely, that what we have already considered in the preceding, a "differential-geometric machinery", yet, in other words, a "geometrical calculus", a la Leibniz (see 1.17)), refers, in point of fact, to the very "geometrical objects"
(Leibniz, loc. cit.), the same being actually (Leibniz, ibid., Riemann, see [14: (1. 3)])
independent of any "space", in the sense, at least, of (6.5), as above! On the other hand, it is reasonable to think that, Consequently, the appeared inconveniences (: "singularities"), regarding, of course, applications of classical differential geometry, as a means of study, in that context, of the physical space/geometry" in the small, that is, to say, physical laws/"fields" (see also loc. cit., (3.21.1)) at the "quantum resolution".
Thus, the "physical space", as a whole, yet, according to recent advances in theoretical physics, concerning, in particular, the quantum deep, does not seem to be the usual "space-time" manifold, in the sense of the classical differential geometrytheory of smooth (: C ∞ -)manifolds. Indeed, it appears that we have therein, Thus, concerning the "infinitely small", or else "quantum resolution", (6.14) differential geometry means, in effect, connection.
Consequently, blending the previous two aspects, as in (6.13) and (6.14), we are thus led to a response to (6.13) , in the sense of affording a pertinent choice of "A", more precisely speaking, the associated with it "differential triad" and the concomitant E.E. Rosinger [22] , [23] ; in this connection, see also our previous discussion in Sub- 
